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To all whom it may concern:

,

1917,

Serial No. 142,421.

,

Be it known that I, REGINALD A. FESSEN

g

7

Fig. 3 is a modi?cation of the receiver, ‘

these views being in part diagrammatical
DEN, of Brookline, in the county of Norfolk and showing apparatusa'nd methods suitable

and, State of Massachusetts, a citizen of the for carrying out my invention.
United States, have invented a newjand use
In Figs. 1 and 2, 50 represents a territory, 60‘
ful Improvement in Methods and Apparatus

for‘Locating Ore-Bodies, of which the fol
lowing is a speci?cation.

‘

This application ‘ is a division , of my

'10

United States application Serial No. 828,972

which may be assumed to have an area of 25

square miles, within which it, is desired to
determine the presence or absence of mineral
veins;

_

Four drill holes, 11, 12, 1.3, 14, shown in 65'
?led April 2, 1914.
, ' plan
in Fig. 1' and two of‘them in section in
The invention described herein relates to Fig. 2, arev ?rst ‘drilled at the four corners of

methods’ and apparatus whereby, being the territory, approximately ?ve miles apart,‘
given or having ascertained, two or more of and of a depth sufficient to secure ‘the de
the followin quantities, i. 6., time, distance, sired
results. These holes are ?lled with wa
intensity am?medium, one or more of the re ' ter'51, 52, Fig. 2. Sound detective devices, 70
maining quantities may be determined.
15,16, 17, 18, such as microphones 0r pref
For example, being given the distance be erably
small oscillators, as described in
tween two points in a mine, and having de United States
Patent No. 1,167,366, January
termined the time taken by a sound wave to 4, 1916, are suspended
in these holes below 75
travel between the two points, it is possible

15

20

to draw conclusions in re ard to the prob

the water line.
These sound‘receiving devices are con

able nature of the rock €>etween the two nected by the
pairs of leads, 19, 20, 21', 22, 23, i

points, or if an echo be observed, or a re

25 fraction of the sound, it is possible to esti

mate the distance of the re?ecting or refract
‘ in

_

30

vein.

eretofore only such ore bodieshave been

discovered as have had an edge of the min

24, 25,26, to the secondaries 31, 33, 35, 37,
graphs of the usual photographic recording
type, but preferably with the galvanometer
of transformers, as shown, and to oscillo

80

elements of the quartz ?ber, described by

applicant at the American Association for
eral yein extending to the surface of the vthe Advancement of Science,
1894, and com 85
earth‘hnd not covered by debris to such an monly known ‘as Einthoven galvanometers.
extent as to be hidden, or such as‘have been
49 is va sound producing apparatus, pref- ‘
reached by drill holes sunk at random in lo erably of the said
oscillator type, connected

cations where minerals were suspected. The by its leads, 39, 40, to the primaries 32, 34,
36, 38, of the transformers in the oscillo
tremely small'fraction of the total of such graph
circuits, and to the alternating cur~

35 ore bodies so ‘discovered must form an ex

90

bodies and it is the object of the present in rent dynamo 42, when the key 41 1s de
vention to disclose methods and apparatus pressed. 43, 44 are ore bodies.
for discovering such hidden ore bodies by
The primaries 32, 34, 36- and 38 of the I
40 means 'of measurements made on the veloc
transformers are adjustable with reference 95
- ity, direction, re?ection, refraction, absorp to the secondaries, as shown, and are so ad
tion and other phenomena, of sounds trans justed that when the key 41 is depressed a
mitted through~~ the medium containing the moderately
strong indication is produced on
73. e., the earth.
,
the
photographic
of the oscillo
45 oreBybodies,
the method herein described I have graphs 27, 28, 29, vrecords
30,
which
?xes on the 1'00
been able to detect and determine the loca-‘ photographic records the instant
at which
tion-of a body of mineral, invisible to the the key is depressed, and atthe same
time a
eye, at a distance of two and a half miles, sound ‘is sent out from the oscillator 49,
and farther, the test being‘witnessed and which after‘being re?ected as at 45 by the
50 veri?ed by a number of skilled engineers.
ore body 43, or re?ected back as from 55,

In the drawings accompanying and form

ing a part of this speci?cation,

105

Fi . 2,by the ore body 44, or re?ected as from

46%)y the ore body 44, or refracted as at 47,
48
by the ore body 44, or proceeding directly
Fig. 2 an illustrative section showing also through
‘the earth, as shown by the dotted
a di?erent source of energy.
, Figure 1 is a diagrammatic plan, and

55

lines 56, 57, reaches the indicators 17, 18, 16,

116

1,240,328
15, and is recorded on the oscillographs 29, may be used. In fact, the mere determina
tion of the time elapsing between the key
30,28, 27.
;
.

65

Since the oscillograph photographic strip depression record and the echo record made
moves with a regular and known velocity, by re?ection at 55, Fig. 2, together with a

determined in the manner well known in determination of the direction from which
'
" the art, the distance on the strips between the echo is received is su?‘icient.

10

15

The extent of the ore body can be ob 70
the records produced through the trans
formers when the key 41 was pressed down, tained by readings made by transferring
and the records made by the sounds received 49 to the drill holes 12, 13, 14, and taking _
whether direct, or by re?ection or refrac readings on the oscillographs on sending
tion or by the echo, will indicate the distance out sounds ‘at these drill holes; or it may
be determined by the refraction of the 75
between the drill‘holes and the ore bodies.
For example, if the distance between the sound sent out from 49 and received at 16,
record made on the oscillograph 30_by the or b the echo obtained at 16 when the
transformer 37, 38 on depressing the ke 41, soun er 49 is'operated at the drill hole 12.

and the record made by the arrival o the

In place of using an alternator 42, a;

sound directly along the line 59 (which condenser discharge may be used to actuate
would be easily identi?ed, being the ?rst the sounder 49 as shown in Fig. 2. Here
sound to record itself after the depression the condenser key 66, on being depressed,
20

80

of the key), is ?ve inches, then one inch charges the condenser 67 from the battery
on the record corresponds to one mile in 68 and on the key being released and com

distance, since 11 is ?ve miles from 14. ing up against the top key contact, dis as
charges the condenser through the trans
former secondary 32 and sounder 49, thus
25
If, then, the length between the key de making a single sound impulse, or a rapidly
pression record and the record made at 30 oscillating one, if the discharge is an oscil
90
by the sound re?ected at 46 is 9 inches, it latory one.
is evident that the sound proceeding out
The vertical angle of re?ection may be
from 49 and re?ected at 46 and ?nally' determined by hauling the transmitter 49
This establishes the standard of measure
ment on the oscillograph.

30

reaching 14, has traveled 9miles. If, again, or the receivers 18, 15, up or down in the
the length between the key depression rec

ord on the oscillograph 27 and the record

drill holes.

-

In Fi . 3 is shown the apparatus for 95

made by the sound sent out from 49 and ’ determining the direction of the sound re
re?ected back from 55, Fig. 2, is eight ceived. Here 15, 15’, are two sound re
35

40

inches, then it follows that the ore body 44 ceivers, preferably small oscillators, con
is approximately 4 miles from the point 11. nected in series preferably, their leads be
The ore body therefore lies at the inter ing the conductors 19, 20, connected ‘to the
section of the sphere described about 49 oscillograph 27.
'
.
‘
with radius 4 miles, with the sphere de ' 53 is a rod supporting the two receivers,
scribed about 18 with radiusv9 minus 4, z‘. e., 15, 15’, by which they may be turned in

100

5 miles.
any direction. On turning them, the sound
The exact point on the line of intersection will ~be a maximum if they are connected 105
may be found in a, number of ways. For so as to assist each other, when they are in
exam le:
a plane at right angles to the direction of
45
1. y placing 49 in the drill holes 12 or the received sound. If they are connected
13 or 14 and taking other sets of records so as to oppose each other, the sound will be
' another line of intersections may be found. a minimum when they are in this plane. In 11(

The point of intersection of the two lines of this way by drawing a perpendicular to the
intersection will give the point at which plane so determined, the direction from
50 the ore body is, or sufficiently close thereto. which the sound comes may be determined.
2. By determining, by means of the a By‘the term “sound in?ection” I mean
paratus of applicant’s United States app i bending of the line of sound propagation,
cation Serial No. 54,556, ?led October 7, either by re?ection, or by refraction.
1915, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3,
What I claim is:
55 and referred to below, the exact direction of
1. That method of determining the loca
the re?ection points 46 of Fig. 1 and 55 tion of ore bodies which consists 1n generat
of Fi . 2, thus knowing the directions and ing sound vwaves and observing their in?ec
the distances obtained as given above, the tion.
,
ore body is located.
2. That method of determining the loca
60
3. By drilling a test hole, passing near but tion of ore bodies by generating sounds and
on the farside of the line of intersection observing their in?ection by the ore bodies,
obtained as above,

.

Other modi?cations of applicant’s method

and their velocities.
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